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The New E-Citation Solution

Innovative Software, Easy Accessibility

Advanced QR Code Technology

Dynamic Data = Actionable Results

Flexible Options for Law Enforcement

Trusted Driver’s innovative E-citation platform encompasses 
one federated search and features cutting edge voice-to-text 
technology, lightning-fast data returns and self-populating 
e-forms. This all-in-one web-based program is accessible 
through government cloud services.

Trusted Driver’s simple and easy-to-use QR code citation 
system immediately uploads to the government cloud and 
eliminates the need for external hardware.
No more troubleshooting handheld devices or printers! No 
more paper tickets! No more citation uploads at the end of 
shift!

Take a deeper dive into your agency’s traffic enforcement 
data using Trusted Driver’s powerful, real-time analytics tool. 
Maximize your department’s ability to identify traffic 
enforcement trends and turn them into actionable results.
Optionally, customize a public-facing dashboard to show 
milestones reached and goals in progress.

Trusted Driver offers the following optional services:
• Send urgent safety alerts to geographical locations within your community;
• Issue warnings or positive feedback to drivers;
• Deliver e-vouchers to help drivers repair vehicle equipment;
• Allow drivers to self-report medical, physical and mental health conditions.
*Note: E-citation does not require use of optional services. 
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Revolutionize E-Citation With

Improved Situational Awareness

Increased Productivity, Better Value
With Trusted Driver, law enforcement organizations enjoy:
• Access to our web-based platform in every in-car

computer, making it a valuable force multiplier; 
• A superior real-time data dashboard and robust analytics 

tool with downstream investigative benefits for the entire 
law enforcement organization;

• Lower costs compared to other services which charge for
external hardware or software upgrades.

Officer safety is our top priority. Our E-citation platform was
designed to perform without devices that can cause
distractions, such as handheld devices or printers.
With Trusted Driver, officers stay alert and aware of their
surroundings when it matters most.

Scan to contact us
Or call 877-587-3717 to set up a demonstration

Race & Ethnicity Data Collection
In accordance with Texas state law, Trusted Driver’s E-citation
platform captures race and ethnicity data during each traffic 
stop, including GPS-accurate incident locations, resulting in a 
generated report that meets state-mandated requirements.


